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Research concerning individual consciousness is possible by various forms of first-person methodology using phenomenal experience. For its constitution, the leftist ideology uses some very characteristic components of nowadays informational consciousness generating mainly and predominantly a false image of actual political and other happenings. So, a corrupted actual meaning is broadcasted, printed, propagated, visualised, made public in the leftist oblique media, implementing deception by the plot against political opponents. This kind of plot occurred in the Patria report by the Finish State TV Service.

The presented retrograph in Fig. 1 shows, for the mentioned Finish case, an authentic, red coloured circularity and perplexedness of entities used as leftist ideology nowadays in Slovenia. It is clearly exposed how and by whom the components are gained. Intentionally, naively or both, the Finish Patria Report felt unexpectedly and precisely into this leftist ideological context.

Referees of this paper are aware that methodology of modern archeology, dealing with human behaviour especially on the level of dominating mind, is not theoretically known neither professionally used in political sciences, studies concerning them, and everyday journalism in Slovenia, Finland and elsewhere. Thus, in many cases, the work of journalists becomes unprofessional and subject to naivety, local interest, and lower situated knowledge. The case of Finish report and the retrograph in Fig. 1 confirm this fact.

Likely, the graph needs additional explanation and interpretation. It is founded on facts being transparent in Slovene political area, how-
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Figure 1: Magnus Berglund’s 13-leaf Clover: Entities of Slovene “State of leftist consciousness” are coordinated by former Communist Party leader, Milan Kučan, via the Forum 21 and, by his command, Janez Janša must be demonised by Spomenka Hribar, the former political adviser to Milan Kučan. The graph shows the perplexity of such a ruling mind in leftist actors and areas for which they are responsible in the background organisation of former communists.

ever not being sufficiently known in its finer structure and organisation in Finland.